Know your ABC!

In dictionaries, words are arranged in alphabetical order. This makes looking up words quick and easy.

Do this quiz to see how well you know the alphabet. Circle the correct answer.

Example:
Does jam come before or after honey? before after

1. Does king come before or after castle? before after
2. Does snow come before or after rain? before after
3. Does moon come before or after planet? before after
4. Does hockey come before or after football? before after
5. Does cave come before or after dragon? before after
6. Does eyelash come before or after island? before after
7. Does unicorn come before or after yeti? before after
8. Does ginger come before or after jigsaw? before after
9. Does hairy come before or after fairy? before after
10. Does thunder come before or after lightning? before after

EXTRA!
Can you make up a sentence where all the words come in alphabetical order? Use your dictionary to help you.
Examples: Baby crocodiles grow longer over time.
All knights must prove themselves worthy.
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